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Search for Life on Mars
 
September 4, 2018 by Brian Wang 



Dr. Abigail Fraeman – NASA/JPL – Member of the Opportunity, Curiosity, and Mars 2020 Rover teams.

Mars 2020 discussion started 25 minutes into the talk.



Dr. Carol Stoker – NASA/Ames “Why and How We Should Search for Life on Mars Before Sending Humans”

Dr. Stoker is an original member of the Mars Underground.






Stoker reviewed the Viking landing data, Phoenix mission and other data.

Stoker believes that life will only be found where there is ice or water.
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Brian Wang
Brian Wang is a Futurist Thought Leader and a popular Science blogger with 1 million readers per month. His blog Nextbigfuture.com is ranked #1 Science News Blog. It covers many disruptive technology and trends including Space, Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, Medicine, Anti-aging Biotechnology, and Nanotechnology.

Known for identifying cutting edge technologies, he is currently a Co-Founder of a startup and fundraiser for high potential early-stage companies. He is the Head of Research for Allocations for deep technology investments and an Angel Investor at Space Angels.

A frequent speaker at corporations, he has been a TEDx speaker, a Singularity University speaker and guest at numerous interviews for radio and podcasts.  He is open to public speaking and advising engagements.
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BrettBellmore 


 
September 6, 2018 at 3:37 pm 
 





I’m kind of conflicted here; Life on another planet would be majorly cool, especially if it was *different* life, not obviously Earth descended. It would teach us a lot. OTOH, find one microbe on Mars, and the Watermelons will campaign to ban colonizing the planet.
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I’m kind of conflicted here; Life on another planet would be majorly cool, especially if it was *different* life, not obviously Earth descended. It would teach us a lot.

OTOH, find one microbe on Mars, and the Watermelons will campaign to ban colonizing the planet.
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